NICHOLASBOOTHMAN
BEST-SELLING AUTHOR, PROFESSIONAL
SPEAKER AND WORLD-RENOWNED EXPERT
ON FACE-TO-FACE COMMUNICATION

Internationally acclaimed author of five books including “How to Make People Like You in 90 Seconds or Less” and “How to Connect in Business in 90 Seconds or Less,” Nicholas Boothman has
informed, entertained and inspired thousands with his presentations, talk-shows and writings. His
techniques have helped millions add more value to their business and personal lives.
The New York Times calls him “one of the leading experts in face-to-face communication in the
world,” the Economist Magazine calls him “truly inspirational” and Good Morning America says,
“His book is my bible!”
A former international fashion and advertising photographer, Nicholas worked in an industry where
people decided how they felt about each other within a matter of seconds. Today, an entertaining
speaker, he inspires corporations, associations, colleges and universities around the world, including both the Harvard and London Business Schools.
More than 600 corporations, thousands of small businesses, and six of the
world’s leading business schools know that the faster you can connect and
articulate your business ideas face-to-face, the faster you’ll pull ahead of
the competition.
That’s why they contacted Nicholas Boothman.

"Training the New York SuperCops includes daily discussions on the works of Aristotle, George Orwell and
Nicholas Boothman" - THE NEW YORKER
"Nicholas Boothman is truly inspirational" - THE ECONOMIST MAGAZINE
"Boothman is Dale Carnegie for a rushed era.” - THE NEW YORK TIMES

Speech - How to Connect in Business in 90 Seconds or Less
When you’re connecting and communicating your ideas to strangers your success depends on making instant, meaningful connections and articulating your messages in
ways that are friendly, memorable and easy to understand.
In this speech Nicholas Boothman shows audiences how to use the tools that belong to
all of us – face, body, attitude and voice – to make a dazzling first impression, establish
immediate rapport and trust and assemble the words that persuade others to act on
their ideas.
Audiences learn to make a great first impression, articulate their ideas so they get acted
on, connect with the emotions, appear socially smarter.

Speech - How to Make People Like You in 90 Seconds or Less
Audiences learn the ABCs of face-to-face communication: Attitude, Body-language, Conversation
and Communication.
Whether you're selling, managing, negotiating, planning, collaborating, pitching, instructing-or on your knees with a marriage proposal-the secret of success is based
on creating instant rapport with other people
For retail, direct sales, front-line and support personnel, individuals, associations
and students of all ages.
Audiences gain confidence, make friends, ace interviews, get people talking
and learn how to make the best of the most important 90 seconds in any
relationship, business or personal.

3-HOUR Workshop - The Irresistible Power of StorySpeak®
StorySpeak is more than just telling stories...
• it's TALKING IN COLOR for charismatic conversation that makes people feel good and
excited
• it's I-KOLAs - simple word pictures to capture hearts, minds and spirits
• it's POINT-STORIES - short strategic real-world stories to build a brand, fundraise,
change attitude and make complicated concepts sound simple and memorable
• it's STEPPING STONES - rousing motivational speeches and presentations to share a
vision, pitch a product, enhance performance and inspire loyalty
Research shows StorySpeakers earn more, out-perform, do better in school and college,
get hired and promoted faster and get better service in person and over the phone than
fact-speakers.
“Boothman’s techniques
are amazing when you put
them into practice.”
John Tierney
NEW YORK TIMES
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